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Byron was one of the first Western men of letters to be· introduced to China.
and be has.b8d a trem.endous impact on modem Chinese literary history. Many
major writers of the May Fourth period devoted their enerJits. in one way or
another, to introducing this English Romantic to a Chinese audience, both as
a poet and as a ~nality. Chinese translations of his poetry appeued. earlier
than translations of Shakespeare. The sixteen se~ from lJQ(tJIIqI} knoWn
as "The Isles of Greece", one of his most heroic poems, exists in .. many as
fourteen Chinese ~J:lions .. His pOpularity in China has lain pri:marily in his
participation in the Italian independence movement and his last heroic actions
in Greece. To match one's deeds with one's words has since ancient times
been held a virtue by· Chinese men of moral integrity. The ~bellion against
social conventions and the revQlutiooary spirit
in his worts greatly
enbailced his reputlition in China in the early decades of this century. The
translations of "T1:Ie Isles of Greece" Played a seminal role in promoting the
Byronic spirit and Were a highly successful literary ~ercise. Its popularity
during this period is easily undmtood in the contemPorary political situation.
As Lu Xun pointed out later, "In fact, the reason why Byron was so well-known
in China at that time • • • was because of his assistance to the cause of Oreck
independence. During the last years of the QUig dynasty, revolutionary thought
prevailed among a section of Chinese youth. Any cry for reYcn8e and rebellion
was bound to have a reslJODSe" (1963: 317-18).
'lliliI paper al:k!mptsto analyse in some detail the tnmslations of Byron's
"The Isles of Greece" by Liang Qic:hao (1858-1927). Ma Junwu (1881-1942),
Su Manshu (1884-1918), and Hu Sbi (1891-1962), who were alI poets in
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their own right I shall discuss the strength and weakness of individual
translations, the poetic forms they adopted, and the methods they used to
tackle the problems of historical and cultural allusions, and demonstrate' what
was retained and what was lost in translating Byron's poetry:
The original poem is a song sung by a wandering singer, which appears
in Canto m of Byron's masteIpiece Don Juan. ItS meSsl!-ge is to stir up the
patriotic spirit of the Greeks, then under Turkish rule, by alluding with poignant
sarcasm to their anCient glories, which is a recurring theme in Byron's poetry,

Where pew the arts of war and peace.
WIiere Delos rose and Phoebus sprung!
Eternal summer gilds them yet,
But all, except their SUD, is set·

look on Marathon,.
And Marathon looks on the sea:
And musing there an hour alone,
. I dream'd that Greece might still be free.
For, standing on the Persian~s grave,
I Could not deem myseif a slave.
(I &: llI)

The mountains

In mOdem Chinese literary histor,y, the late Qing ~terS have been· the only
generation to put more emphasis, at.least for a time, on the introduction and

Following his translation Uang paraphrased in prose, through the conversation
of the two characters, other lines from '''The Isles of Greece":

fl1!D&lation of foreign works than. on their own creative writing. This is because.
the introduction of foreign works was conceived of as a weapon in social
reform. Uang Qicbao was a leader of this trend. So in his first novel Xin
Zhongguo weiltJi jt (The Story ofNew China) published in -1902, Uimg quoted
two Short passages from Byron's The Giaour and "'The'Isles of Greece"
respectively, giving the original English and providing a verse translatioQ of
both.2 During the period when be was in Japan, Uang read a large number
of Western books in Japanese translation. He himself hardly knew any English
despite the fact that he used some English expressions in his writings. He did
his translation with the help of his student Luo Chang, who inteIpreted for
him orally.
The. first half of the story is mainly composed of party constitutions
dCsigned by Uang for ideal revolutionary parties of his own imagination. The
second half basically consists of newspaper cuttings and conVersations between
the two main characters of the story, Huang Keqiang and Li Qubing, both
revolutionarieS of course, discussing the major political issues of the day,
criticizing the COllUption of the government,. and debating how to carry out
their political reforms.
Byron's poems appear in the second half of the story. When Mr. Huang
and Mr. U have se~ed down in a small inn, they overhear a "bleak: but
vigorous" voice coming from the adjacent room. singing Byron's poems in'
English to·the accompariiment of a foreigo musi<::al instrument. At this point,
Uang Qicbao gives the two passages from Byron together with his translations.
The themes of these two passages are basically the same. For our purpose, 1
cite only·the original lines from "The Isles of Greece" below.

And ~st thy lyre, so lona divipe,
Degenerate into hands like .mine?

(y.5-6)

For Greeks·a blush-for Greece a tear.
A tyrant; but our masters then
Were still, at least, our countrymen.

(VI, 6)

(XI. 5-6)

But. gating on each ,lowing maid
To thiDk such bn:asts must suckle slaves.
A land of slaves shall ne'er be miDeDashdown yon cup of Samian winel',

(XV, 4 '" 6)
(XVI. 5-6)

These lines cover essentially what Byron says in the whole poem. The meaning
is clear enopsh in the poem itself, but Uang was still not content. as if he
feired that .his readers might not. be able to set his message. In between and
after these passages, Uang interpolated comments by Huang and U to explain
the contexts of the poems and to iadicate his purpose in quotiD.g them. DuriDg
the interval between The Giaour and "The Isles of Greece", Mr. Huang says:
Byron loves freedom above anything else. He ·seems to have beCn bom a great
writer and a lover of Greece . . . he died in the Greek anny fighting for the
independence of Greece. He can be regarded as the first great hero among
writers. He wrote this pBssage [The Giaour] to encouraae the Greek people,
but it sounds to us now as if the passage were addressed to China. (Liang 1914:

The isles of Greece. the isles, of Greecel

903)

Where buming Spppbo loved and sung,
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translation of "The Isles of Greece". short and jncOD:tplete as it is, had a great
influence on the younger generation ofthc time. All the contemporary
translators of the poem read and admired Liang's translation and were
influenced by it to. a greater or lesser extent. Lu Xun was strongly affected
"intellectually and emotionally" by reading it; Su Manshu raDked it above Ma
Junwu's version; Hu Shi was so impressed by the beauty of diction that he·
.almost gave up his own effort half way (1970: 14). Not only did Liang set
off this 'Byron craze' or' 'The Isles of Greece" c~" to be exact, he also
set the tone for the Chlnese image of Byron. In fact, '''l\e Isles of Greece"
became sO popular that five complete ~Iations came out over the next two
decades, while Byron's other works were barely translated.And most Chinese
readers learned about Don Juan and Byron through this "thrilling, immortal
lyric".'
Three years later, equally moVed by Byron's poem aDd unsatisfied with
Liang's partial translation, Ma Junwu rendered "The Isles of Greece" into
Chinese in itS entirety, and .it was published a few years later in Xin wenxue
(New iiterature).~ Mciwas one of the founding membe,s of Dr Sun Yat-sen's
revolutionary organization in Japan. He had studied chemistrr in Japan and
metallurgy in Genruwy. He served as minister and provincial governor during .
the early Republican period, and later mhis life he became a university
president. His writings and translations cover a wide range: science, social
sciences, and humanities. Among the authors he traJislated were Goethe, Byron,
Schiller, Darwin, Rousseau, and Tolstoy.
Compared with Liang Qichao, Ma· had the advantage of knowiog the
English language. so he could read Byron in the original. One of the
outstanding features of his trap.slation of "The Isles of Greece" is its readability,
or 'singability'. Although he made a number of mistakes, innocent .or
intentional, in many places his version reads better and smoother than others.
. Many beautiful lines arc still treasured by students of literature today. The
influence of Ma's version, and of "The Isles of Greece" itself, is also reflected
in the earliest history of English .literature ever written by 9: Chioese which I
.know of'-Wang Jing, the author, quoted the complete translation by Ma Junwu,
taking up more. than half of the short section on Byron (1920: 68-72). The
poem is known in· China as ...Ai Xila" (Alas for Greece), for which Ma deserves
The origioal does. not,have a title and, when published separately
all the creWt.
.
from Don Juan, it usually takes the first line "The Isles. of Greece" as its title.
Ma's translation is "Ai Xila ge" (The song, AlaS for Greece). Later translators
have followed suit by using either "Ai XUa" or "XUa ge". The addition of

When the first stanza of "The I$les of Greece" is oVer, Mr. Li gives
his .8JlDotatiOft: ''This is the first stanza of 'The Isles of Greece' from chapter
eightY-six in Act [sic] Dl of Don Juan. He [Byron) was warning the Greeks
through ·aaother person's mouth." Then Li comments again when thesingiog
stops, "Although the pocui is the voice of a subjugated nation, it gives the
reader the needed encouragement and power." Then he provides a brief
summary of the rest of !:be poem and says, "It seems that every word of it is
addressed to the Ch.ineIe. JICIOPIe of today"' (Liang 1914: 904-9(5).
Obviously, Liias qaotcd Byron ~ the same
and with the same
intention as Byron 'quatOl' the sipger in Don Juan. It is simply another way
of saying that in ordec to bWJd the new China lie descn'bed. in the beginning
of the story, China needs people l.ikc Byron. However slight his knowledge
Ibout Western litera.ll.R . .y have ~n (he even mistook Don Juan for a
play aad hence used thiri 1eJ,IB. "Act"), he recognized Byron as a great p.atriot,
a man true (0 his word, qUalities a true Confucian schoIaf would resPect.
China's precarious situatioD as·a sovereign state, which foreign powers were
gradually dividing up, ... comparable to that Clf Greece under Turkish
oppression. Liang was sO'inoccuPicd with the political cOntent of his story
that he did not bother to lhIlke the story convincing. It is hardly plausible that
Huang and Li could haw bown Byron's poetry by heart, down to the canto
and stanza numbers. It is·equally haiti to imagine what kind of music it would
have been and how the young man would have sung Byron's poems. It is
interesting, however, to IK)Ie tbe description of the singer, this "handsome
young man". He is a military school graduate with great aspirations to save
his country. Tired of MOiog the comaption in the official citc.leS, he has
resigned his office and· his tJeen wandering for years across the country looking
for people who cherish .... same ideals. He, like his author, is an enthusiastic
admirer of Milton and Byron, for their revolutionary deeds rather than their
literary achievements. He is conCCJ'IlCd about the future of his country, and is
particularly upset by tbeRussian troops stationed in the Northeast. "His
extraordinary knowledge, his lofty aspiration and spirit make him an ideal
hero for China's future" (Liang 1914: 910). The close analogy between this
lone, ambitious, patriOtic, melancholy wandering soul and Byron in Europe
suggests that it was theiDlage of Byron that Liang Qichao had in mind, that
he was creating a Chinese version of Byron in this character.
As a literary creation, TIui Story of New China never made much of a
mark. It has seldom been collected in anthologies other thim Liang's own,
and has hardly heeD mentioned by critics in literary discussions. But his
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the word ai (to mourn or to lament) reflects his interpretation of the overall
tone .of the poem. The major theme of Byron's poem is to recall the past
glories and lament the present degeneration of the GreekS. Ma Junwu's version
stresses this theme, faithfully conveying the original idea. But, as his title
suggests; he over-emphasized the melancholy aspect of the poem. In fact he
was reading his own feelings into Byron's verse. In the short preface. he says,
"AlaSl Byron lamented the fate of Greece, and we are too busy lamenting
ourselves" (Tan HanS 1987: 144). If Byron's poem contains heroism,
melancholy. and s~~m, in Ma Junwu's translation the sad mood permeates
the whole poem, and sarcasm fades into the background. The following
examples represent both his successes and his failures. The back translation
into English gives only the sense of the words.

Ma's translation of the couplet (a) is more inspired and creative than Su
Manshu's and lIu Shi's versions, for it is authentic and beautiful Chinese
poetry; and it is also closer to the original in sense. Strangely, both Su Manshu
and Hu Shi had read Ma's version, but neither of them captured the original
meaning. Su used something like "I am a useless person and have' to hand
over this instrument [lyre] to others"; Hu borrowed ideas from both Ma and
Su and his version is still enigmatic. As for the sixth startZa, (b), Ma Junwu
did not ql,lite understand the meaning. He simply re-wrote the·quatfain, using
some of By.ron'swords, re-arranging, them, but losing the connection between
them. Only the concluding couplet is preserved. In the last example (c),
considering the classical form he used, the antithesis reads pedectly all right,
but the addition of the plaintiveness and discordance of the music makes the
wbole stanza sadder than necessary.
.
What interests usJs the changes he made to' Byron's original poem,
which reveal his own Jewpoint Sometimes he even sought to 'uoprove' the
original ideas, in order to make the English hero more acceptable to the Chinese
reader. This kind of practice was quite popular during the late Qing and early
Republican periods. But being always conscious of this kind of change, modem
crities sometimes tend to ovet-emphasize the tninslators' 'ulterior motives'
and misconstrue genuine errors for deliberate changes. The most representative
of Ma Junwu's alteration as well as comprehension errors is his translation
of the following stanzas.

Ca)

And must thy lyre. so long divine,
Degenerate into hands like mine?

It!f'FiIII••••

:;tUft.fa]
(b)

[l wish I could make a Baaed song of Gn:ece
but, with my limited talent, I am helpless)

'Tis something .in the dearth of fame,
Though linked with a fettered race,
To feel at least a patriot's shame,
Even as I sing. suffuse my face;
For what is left the poet here? .
For Gn::ek:s a' blusn-for Greece a tear.
~~

trr. . . . .tt
*~f)J:$7.~
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(c)

(V,~)

In vain-in, vain; stri.k:e other chords;
Fill high the cup ~th Samian wine!
Leave battles to the Turkish hordes,

[Overnight, the sacted temple has turned to ashes,
The people, sadly,have become slaves.
Glory has sunk with the evenibg sun,

And shed the'blood of Scio's vine!
Harkl rising to. the ignoble callHow answers each bold· Bacchanall

Fame withered with autumn grass.
Surely patriotic heroes remain on the islandS,
Recalling.the past with grief.
I am' a wandering poet
I am ashamed I have survived

(IX)

IlIlU8.-dtI [Striking the chords, I sing a song for you
~zUff.

....IRJ_

Alas
For Gn:ece I· frown
For Gn:ece I weep)

The hero's harp, the lover's lute
.3i~UTR
Pl.fi~A.

(VI)

Samian wine fiUs the cup green
Ten thousand spears raised against the Turtes
Shedding of liCe blood, we will come back again

b?E]l:f**_
Alas
IIfIlIlJ1
IlSftJtl§l:lla. You must pay beed
Sl'll!.f:r~fa]

(II. 2)

[Plaintive notes of the hero's harp
Broken harmonies of the beauty's lute)

What can I do, if you don't respond]

In this stanza, apart from the mistranslation of the flrst line, the whole stanza
was re-written. Ma even changed Byron's disdainful sarcasm in the lines 3

1'1&
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and 4 into a strong determination to wipe out invaders, Still using some of
Byron's own words. This cannot possibly be a misunderstanding. especially
when we look at the next example. in which the translator's didactic purpose
is more clearly demonstrated.

~

at

least, our countrymen.

tYrant of the Cbcrsoncse
Was freedom's best and bravest friend;

That tyrant W!lS Miltiadcs!
Obi that the present hour Would lend
Another despot of the kiDd!
Such chains as his wen:: sure to bind.

ll~ijijiilm

11~_

.~tt~.
~JUIR

IIflIll1

.~f:1H~1iIn
l&Il.Sft~.

.U~I!

(Xl-XD)

[Fill high the cup with Samian wine
Do not mention the troubled times
Politics of old days obeyed the majority
To recall Anacreon's poems
Alas

People arc the sOvereign of the state
A few tyrants don't count
A

tYrant rose among the CherSoDCSe

_eEB.*~

When freedom had not yet died

'l'lttdfaillllli

He destroyed huge Persian annies
Even today people talk: about Miltiadcs
Alas

~4AIft*U
~~

*1iYSD.a
.HS~

the people -were the mastel'S of the country, and the tynmts did DOt count,
no matter how many they were.

Liu Wu-chi (1986: 218) and Marian Galik thought it 1O be one of Ma's
deliberate changes. But I believe the translator misunderstood the personal
nanie "Polycrates" for "poly-crats" ("pOly" meaning many, "crat" meaning
power) and tritd to intetpret a non-existent word-a genuinely iDnocent
mistake, but one which serVes Ma's purpose. ID the second stanza quoted
above. the idea that a tyrant could be freedom's friend is certainly se1f
coiltradictory but. to Byron, to suffer under a native tyrant is still better than
under a foreip one. Strange idea as it is, it cames a strong patriotic force.
Here Ma ]unwu was well aware of its meaning. because Liang Qicbao had
already paraphrased these lines in prose. But be could not very well swallow
this idea and ~s it on to his readers. So -be cbangtd this line into "Freedom
bad not yet died at the time" (Ma,. 9). And be re-wrote the concluding couplet
as "Alas! if ,native tyrants deserve dCatb, what about foreign tyrants today?"
By this mixing of Byron's words and his own ideas. the translator made Byron
perfect. In fact, Byron's preference for the lesser evil, at least to himself,
between the local and foreign oppressors was still nOt readily believed by
Chinese scholars in the 19608. An ~otation of this line in a pamphlet says
that the word "tyrant" during Byron's time did Dot necessarily mean what it
docs in present-date English and so it refers to an ordinary niler (Wang
Zuoliang 1962: 12). And the Oxford £n8lish Dictiontlry docs contain sucb an
,e~planation. But this far-fetched defence could not possil:Jly be applied to· the
word "despot" in the couplet unless one wished to trace the word back to its
Greek origin. This justification or wishful thinking ·orily reveals the Chinese
unwillingness to blemish their ideals and ideal heroes, in which sense it is,
to' borrow Hu Shi's ~mment on Ma ]unwu's translation of these lilies,
"understandable" (1970: 20-.21).
The fltSt systematic introduction of Byron's poetry was the collection
Bailun shixuan (Selected Poems 01BYf()n) edited by Su Marishu and published
in 1909.' Su inqluded in this sbort anthology his translations of "The Ocean"
(Childe Harold's Pilgrimage IV, 179-184), "My Native Land-Good Night"
(ibid., I, 13), "The Isles of Greece", "To a Lady, who prescntedthe author
with the band whicb bound bcr,tresses", and also "Maid of Athens. Ere We
Part" ttanslated by his friend Huang Kan (1886-1935). Su Manshu was a
monk, a revolutionary, and a poet. and had a I'Qmantic life-style. Of all the
translators we discuss in this paper, Su is the only one who read Byron
extensively. and his small collection Selected Poems of Byron, which went

Fill bigh the bowl with Samian wiDel
We will Dot think of themes like thesel
It made A.naCreon's song divine:
He scrved-but Served Polycrates
A tyrant; but our masters then

Were stiH,

.87
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What about foreign tyrants today?]

The original message is clear enough: even: Miltiades, though a tyrant himself.
would be able to unite the people to fight against foreip eDemies. But Ma
]unwu's translation of the second half of the eleventh stanza (XI, 4-6) is
bewildering. It can be roughly translated back into English prose as:
In the old days, political decisions were made by the will of the majority .••

'If t
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through three reprints,thougb limited, covers most of the major Byronic
tb.eInes. His name bas frequently been associated with Byron by Chinese
readers. 'Ibis is due to a number of factors: Su Manshu was the rust important
Byron trari.slator; his life of thirty-five years, comparable to Byron's life (Byron
died at thiny-six). was characterized by a mixture of melancholy, nostalgia,
delicate sentimentalism, and revolutionary enthusiasm; his seemingly neurotic
behaviour and disarming persona.ij.ty had an &IlI'Il of fascination about
them; and fibally. his poems manifest a unique personal freshness as well as
a sort, of 'modet:n flavour' in keeping with admiration and deliberate
self-identification with Byron. In spite of his versatility in fiction, poetry, and
painting, Su Manshu is ~t remembered as a translator of Western poetry,
;p1d particularly the translator of Byron.
Ai. William Ruddick aptly points out, "Byron's, poetry often invites
audience identification and the fact his poCms brought to surface so many of
the concealed urges and pressures of the age increases their appeal" (1981:
29). ,Sa Manshli felt strongly the u~ and pressures of the time. The chief
model he tu.rned to for spiritual support for almost everything he did was
Byron. Traits of this w,estem mentor caD be found in his poems and essays
as well.as in his personality and life-style. He once described Byron's poems
as being "like a stimulating liquor-:-tbe more one di:inks, the more one feels
the sweet fascination". The reason why he 'enjoyed Byron's work. can be
explained by the similarities between their personalities and experiences. In
th:e Twt:i.sh conquest of Greece, Su saw a parallel to the subjugation of China
by the Manchus against whom he fought bravely in his youth. Being a man
with a strong natiotial pride, be \Vas immensely impressed by the relevance
of tbis spirited poem to his time l1'ui felt inspired by Byron's heroic militant
efforts in Greece. In his translation, he interpreted Byron's poem to utter his
own views about IUs people and the fate of his country. During the time when
he did the translation, he was a lonely wanderer in Japan. distressed by his
fate and that of his country which was still under the conupt rule of the
Manchus. ~ was not a single soul upon whom he could rely for comfort
and understanding. ~t was natural that the pathetic exile, Childe Harold, would
arouse his riostalgip feelings and -"Ibe Isles' of Greece" incite his nationalistic
indigJllltion. Essentially, his enjoyment and translation ,of Byron were com
pensatory. He turned to Byron as if to a pre-existent pattern of his own
suffering which afforded him both self~xpression and catharsis.
Su Mansbu did not develop a theory of translation as his famous
contemporary Van Fu did. But some fragmentary rem.arts from his prose
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works provide us with a general idea of his attitude towards translation. He
stressed time and again that it was important for the translation to stay close
to. the original in style and spirit In fact. be believed that the beauty of poetry
, consisted of its basic poetic style and spirit. Furthermore. yu wu zeng jian (no
additions and onssions) seems to be'his other criterion for judging the quality
of poetic translation. These norms may be more easily attained when the
translator uses modem Chinese and free-style verse. But when it comes to
using classical Chinese and regulated verse, even Su MaJ;lShu himself could
not avoid alterations.
'
Su showed hisreIDarka'ble translation skill in handling one of the most
difficult lines, the first line of the fifth staIiza, in which Byron subtly shifted
his tenses iD describing the famous sea battle of Salamis. The following are
the last line of the fourth stanza and the quatrain of the fifth stanza:
And when the sun set where were IMy [the Persians]?
And wMre .are they? and where art thou.
My country? On thy voiceless shore
The beroic lay is tuneless now:
The heroic ~som beal~ no more!

(IV,6)

(V, 1-4) (my italics)

The change, of tenses suddenly draws the story' of ancient times into the present,
leaving a very strong effect upon the reader. Greeks are not a heroic people
any more; they have to endure national subjugation and the humiliation of
being a conquered people. Su Manshu, handicapped by the limitations of the
Chinese language (strictly speaking, there is little clear tense distinction in the
Chinese language), omitted the kind of play on tenses, but still retained the
cOMection between the two stanzaS. Here is his translation:

afclill::fiU*
QIYJ**
::fM~±e:

.1Ibz

[The old country is nowhere to be found

Bleakly I ask the shore
The heroic Song is not beard
Courage disperses like a cloud]

Following the battle scene of the past, Su's "'the old country is nowhere to
be found" also forms a connecting link betWeen the two stanzas. "The oJd
country" refers to the past (ancient Qree(:e) while "no where to be found"
indicates the present Greek situation. The effect created by Byron's original
shift of tenses is achieved in Chinese by the simple juxtaposition of the past
and present. Compared with the original "Where art thou, I My countryT'
Su's fustline seems to blCk emotional intensity. Still, ,the sad tone of Byron's
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line is expressed through the word "bleak", which compensates for the
weakness of the first line. Su's second two lines are an apt rendition. "'The
beroic song is not beard" (Su. 3) is an exactequivlilent for BYron's lineS (V,
2-3) imd "disperses like a Cloud" (Su, 4) intensifies the atmospbere, which is
heroic, solemn,. and also tinged with a tone of Byronic despair,
Perhaps the best of Su Manshu's lines are found just where Ma Jwiwu
failed:
Ohl that the present hour would lend
Another despot of the kindl
Such chains as his' wen: sure to bind.

l.Jt~"
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The Scian 8nd the Teian Muse,
The herO's harp, the lover's Jute,
Have found the fame your sflores refuSe:
Their p.lace of birth alone is mute
To sounds winch echo further west
Than thy sin:s' 'Islands of the Blest'.
~~m.

i'iffJ&""5fIii.I1I

iIItf:f~
_~Il:

om, 4-t;)

*1I.:e;t;tXft-f:t

rro bind people lib a chain

~~~±
tk.&ffIJZ~-f:t

Means there is no danger of them falling apart]

The couplet may seem semantically (iberal. but it shoWs clearly Su Mansbu's
rich creative imagination in translation. Byron's s,trong hope for Greece's
fre¢om and independence is forcefully demonstrated and the original metapbor
is retained. sUo (chain) in this context has the meaning of botb bondage as
well as force to unite people.
Hu Shi translated the poem in 1914 wben be was a student at Cornell
University in America. His English \Vas better than all the other translatOrs
discussed in this paper and be ,was obviously more familiar with Englisb
literature, although be himself did not read the whole of Don Juon and,
apparently misled by Liang Qichao. Iilistook it for a "long play". The preface
to his translation shows.a fairly balanced appraisal of Byron and his position
in Englisb literature.' Different from adler translators. who borrowed Byron's
poem to voice their own views, Hu Shi did the translation merely as a literary
exercise. Liu Wu-chi (1986) bas given a pertinent appraisal of Hu's version,
which I will not ·repeat bere. Hu criticized the translations of Ma Junwu atld
Su Mansbu in his preface as haying too' many errors and being too obseure
.respectively.' But be also borrowed .;nany ideas from both, including mistakes.
His version reads fluently and is much easier to understand than Su·s. The
greatest improvement he made in the translation. however. is the addition of
footnotes to explain background, metaphors. and historical allusions. We may
assume be had good reference books at his disposal at Cornell.
.
The poetic form be Used, Sao ti (rhyme-prose style (jf'Chu state of the
Warring States period) allowed him more freedom in the number of lines per
stanza and line length. But. to our disappointment, his version in general is
still more liberal than literal. Take the following stanza for example:

-fiiIJIt~Z.M

(ll)

P i."ecall thin.p along long time ago'
Homer and An.Ict'eoD
, Singing about fervent and gallant heroes
Relating moving stOries about love
They enjoy fame thmugh ten thousand years
But their place alone is silent,
.
Their songs started from the west of
the Thousand Islands
Why is their place alone mute?]

Froin his annotation of this stanza, we know ~ he understood perfectly the
original metapho1S and couId have rendered his version.more compact, but
his first line and "ten thouSand years" are simply redundant. The last two
lines retain most of the original words but ,be replaced the word "echo" with
"start", indicating that Greece is unresponsive to the song coming from the
west (BnglandIB'yron). Thus the whole meaning is wrong.
With all their weaknesses, these translations must be considered inspired
re-creation, because they all read like perfect Chinese poetry. Of the three
versions of.M8. Junwu, Su Mansbu; and Hu Shi, Su's is the most faithful on
the verbal level as well as in the general spirit; Ma's work excels in its force
and beroic tone; Hu bandled his poetic fonn with
and the merit of his
translation is the simplicity of language. One common failing of all three
versions, however, is that they .n missed Byron's sarcastic tone. Ma Junwu
perhaps did not appreciate sU(:b an attitude, so ~ simply ignored or chanBed
it; Hli Shi was impaired by the style be Chose. and as a result, the whole
piece becomes too sentimental. As for Su, sarcasm does not seem to bave
suited his temperament. Yet more "importantly, in this early stage, Chinese
scbolars viewed Byron maioly as a revolutionary poet, and the political
message of the poem captured all their attention. and many' other elements of
the poem simply escaped them.

ease

These Chinese translations. except for a few minor alterations, are basically
f8.ithful in tenns of meaniDg. 'Ibis succeSs relies to a degree on the nature of
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Byron's poetry. The difficulties faced by the Cbincsetr8nslaiors lie in acbieving
the ,formal kind of faithfulness. Modem poetics has stressed the inseparability
of fonn aDd content in literary works,' particularly poetry, in which fonn
and content are one and the same. In discussing traiisJ.ation, however, ~e
dichotomy remains a convenient one. Poetic translation is difficult, some
would say impossible. The difficulties lie in the music. rhythm, rhyme. metre,
and assonance. Levi-Strauss has said that poetry and myth are at opposite
ends of the translation spectrum. The trimslation of poetry is generally subject
to distortions of a kind which kill the original poem, while myth liVes on
even in the worst 'translations. These distort,ions are principally those of
fonn.
'Porm' presents the greatest challenge to all translators. especially those
dealing with two languages like English and Chinese' which are generically
unrelated and rhythmically remote. It was all but impossible for the Chinese
translator to adhere to the original metrical rhythm. Obviously none of our
tninslators had the intention of preserving the original form of Byron's poetry,
since no Ie8.d.y-maC:Ie classical Chinese poetic fonn was available which suited
Byron's verse. The fonDS they adopted in their translations fall within one of
the basic fonDS of verse translation proposed by James S. Holmes: "the
analogical".

his stanzas contain either six or eight lines. A1s we pointed out earlier, the
Englisb poem wis' originally sung by a wandering singer in Don Juan. and
is written ina kind of folk-song style in that it is sung to the accompartiment
of a mu'sical instrument; the words are simple and the metre is regular. Each
stanza contains ~i}t lines in iambic tetrametre, an ababcc rhyming pattern, and
in itself a complete thought unit. There are few variations of fonn througbout
the poem. China's poetic tradition dates back thousands of years, and its roots
range from the earliest Book of Songs, five-character line gu shi (ancient
poems) andjU (rhyme prose) of the Han dynasty, through the seven-character
regulated verse of the Tang dynasty, to Song lyrics and the lyrical songs of
Yuan drama. But there was no existing classical.Chinese poetic fonn available
to translators of Liang Qichao's generation which corresponded to that of
Byron's verse. At the beginning of this century, these fonDS were the ones
the translators knew and were well-versed in; and which readers would accept
as'poetry, so they had to adhere to these strict prosodic formulae. Given these
nonDS, "communicative'" rather than "semantic" translation, to borrow Peter
Newmark's terms, is inevitable.
Towards the end of Qing dyn~ty, the scholar poet Huang Zunxian
.(1848-1905) did try to initiate a poetic reform. His famous slogan was "my
hand writes my mou,thn , that is" be wanted to use such language in poetry as
people actually speak. He tested his ideas in his political poems in the fonn
of the five-characier ancient poem. using popular language. Huang's style
might have been. more appropriate for Byron's '''The Isles of Greece" because
of its simple form and political content. But none of the translators here made
any attempt at such a fonn. First, Huang himself was only experimenting. He
aimed at breaking away from the traditional poetry, in his own words, to
express "what the ancient people did not have, to explore virgin land". But
our translators. though perhaps indeed expressing what the ancient people did
not have and exploring virgin land, were trying to emUlate traditional arts.
They wanted to produce 'authentic' Chinese poetry. Su Manshti did adopt a
pentasyllabic verse fonn., ,similar to Huang's' favourite fonn, in his translation.
but he went in the opposite dircc:tion. Instead of simplifyi.ng his language. he
used many obSolete expressions that even his contempor/Uies found difficult
to understand. Even Liang Qichao who, together with Huang Zunxian, started
this literary 'popularization' reform, followed strictly the prtlsodic formulae
of his fonn.
Liang Qichao used the dramatic fonn as an "equivalent fonn';-I p~t
this in inverted commas because "equivalent fonn" does not exist in Chinese

The effect of the analogical form is to bring the original poem within the native
tradition, to 'naturalize' it ...• It follows thi.t the anaIogiC!ll form is the choice
to be expected in a period that is intumcd and exclusive, believing that its own
n()J'JIIS provide a valid touchstone by which to test the literature of other places
and other ti.mes. Periods of this kind tend moreover to have such highly
developed genre concepts that any type of form other than the analogical would
be quite unacceptable to the pICvailing literary tastes; (1970: 97)

The pre-May Fourth China may not have been exactly "intumed and
exclusive"; as a matter of fact it was one of the m6$t open and rcc:eptivt
periods in mode.rri ChineSe history. But "highly developed genre concepts"
still dominated the literary 'wodd-even Hu Shi's attempt at new poetry did
not come out till several years after his translation.
The early translators all used' what they believe4 to be "analogical"
forms. Liang Qichao adopted the pattern of the lyrical songs of Yuan drama
to' his iranslation of Byron's "The Isles of Greece"; Ma Iunwu used
septisyllabic lines with occasional variations; Su Manshu tendered his version
enWely in pentasyllabic regulated verse, and Hu Shi adopted the Chu cl style:
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translation of English poetry~in translating the original song, because he
thQught Don Juan to be a play. Moreover, there were many ready-made l'yrical
tunes to choose from Yuan drama which were familiar to readers of the day.
The equivalent effect that this form had lies in its popular style, its diction
and singability. 'But it follows a completely different metrical rhythm and
rbymescheme. As Liang made no deliberate attempt to preserve the original
structure and wording, his version can at best be called recreation by today's
standards. The following example is his translation of the third stanza, which
impressed Hu Shi so much that he almost gave up his own attempt. Byron
reads: .

variation. .As the last four syllables are sometimes further divided into two
metrical feet, Liang Qichao did manage, after a fashion, to preserve the original
rhythm. The parallel structure of the first two lines of the original is creatively
rendered as ''behind'' and "in front of". This influenced both Ma Junwu and
Hu Shi. The repetition in the last two lines would remind anyone familiar
with ·Chinese theatre of IDOdem.-day Peking opera lyrics, and marks the clear
distinction between qu (lyrical song) and
(poem).
Though Ma Junwu's verse is basically regular in terms of the number
of syllables per line. the number of lines pet stanza varies from six to ten.
Seven--characiter-line verse is a hishly sophiSticated fonn which reached its
zenith during the Tang 'dynasty. Ma Junwu's version, however, is not
constrained by its· principles of antithesis and thyme scheme. Preceding the
last two lines of each stanza is the Chinese ~xclamation yujuehu or "alas",
which lends his stani.as a special cadence. Ma Junwu's more successful lines
not only capture the poem's original spirit but also preserve the ,paraDel
structure. For

sm

The mountains look on Marathon
And Marathon looks on the sea;
And musing there an· hour alone,
I dreamed that Greece might stiil be free
For standing on the Persian's grave,
I coald not deem mysetf a slave.
(lll)

In native swords, and native rants
The only hope of courage. dwells

Liang's translation is:
~HIlJ!SU

.

[Behind Marathon the mountains dimly

tdlMIldilJ,UWElEB[§J!i

r,..

ft~fiR. .

UU~,4-~t!7

::f~~,4-~iI!:7

In front of Marathon the gate of the sea
circling
Such grand mountains and rivers deserve the
sunshine of freedoni
I look from afar at the graves of the Persian

(.)

(VI, S-6)

Ma used Chinese couplets:

soldiers

iiJ'1t1I_#P
iiJIttft-ff*lln

!'Reliable are only the. Greek army
Reliable are only Greek swords]

aJM-U_

[For Greece I frown
For Greece I weep}

""."""7.!J@

Surely I won't be a slave for the 1m of my
.)ife
I don't believe I will be a slaVe for the rest
of my life}

In fact. parallel structure is one of the most frequently used devices in Chinese
poetry; it poses little problem for the 'poet-translator to uamfonn such a device
from English. Su Manshu adopted the same strategy in translating the second
couplet (VI, 5-6):

Here every line ends with the saine QO sound, which is quite common in
Chinese opera. The number of characterr-generally a regular ten-to each
line, is demanded by the melody of the Chinese lyric. And each line bas two
breaks separating three sense-groups of three, three, and four syllables
respectively. For example, the; last line should be chanted

::f1'Ia I.~

onv, 3-4)

For what is left the poet here?
For Greeks a blush-for ~ a tear.

visible
~ftflIM.MU
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as:

'[I feel asharoCd for Greeks
I weep for Greece}

These parallel lines are not uSually found in the highly developed quatrains
and regulated Verses of the Tang dynasty, but in verses of folk-song nature,
such as those in the Book of Songs. the Han ballads, and the Yuan drama,

./4-~{I!7

In the second sense-group, Liang Qichao inserted an extra character as a
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they are quite common. In this sense, the original folk.-song quality is creatively
preserved.
Compared with others, Su Manshu's rendition is the. most regular in
overall verse pattern and rhyme scheme. He cho~ the form of pentasyllabic
regulated verse for the original song, because it is closer to the Chinese folk
song tradition.· But since a five-character line can hardly acconunoda.te what
said in the original iambic tetrametre, Su Manshu did oot restrict himself
to the same number of lines in each stanza as the original. He rendered· the
six lines of the original English stanza into eight lines of Chinese. By so
doing, he allowed himself more flexibility in deaJing with the problems of
metre and rhyme. Furthermore, an eight-line stanza reads very much like
ChineSe poetry, because regulated Chinese verse usually has either four or
eight lines per $t&nza..
Su Manshu paid close attention to Byron's rhetorical devices such as
repetition and antithesis. The following are some examples:

Byron's biting satire in, say, stanza XI. This is, I believe, why Liu Wu-chi
(1986: 220) says that Hu's versions reads too much like grumbling, which is
absent in Byron's' original.
All the translators interpreted the original form in terms of their native
traditi9n and, thus adopted the rhythm and rhyme schemes of their respective
chosen forms. Lian'g Qichao's stanzaS rhymed atiaaatz throughout, Ma Junwu
used several different schemes aabbcc (IV), aaaabb (XII), aa:caxbxbbb (XIV),
etc~, Su Manshu used aammaa (I), raxamra (IV), and so on.' All these
rhyme schemes are essentially governed by the basic rules of Chinese poetry.
And when adopted in translating Byron, the general effect is not too far away
from Byron's Qrigioal ababcc. The thyme schemes of typi~ Chinese quatrains
are usually aa.xa; or xaxa; in other words, it is of paramount importance that
the even-numbered lines (Su's IV), and sometimes the adjacent lines (Ma's
IV and XII), rhyme, while this is optional for the flI'St and third lineS. Let us
take a closer look at Byron's ababcl:. Leaving out the concluding couplet, the
rhyme scheme would be abab. To the ~ ear, this is not substantially
different from xaxa in that only the rhyming of the even-number lines st.andS
out and that of the odd-number lines is easily neglected, for the Chinese are
less sensitive to any resonance between the first and the third lines. Construed
this ~ay, the translation's succeSs as poetry does not rely on the preserVation
of the original rhy~ schemes.
,Whereas rhyming can be 'naturalized', there are other devices in Byron's
poetry such as alliteration ("Must we but blush?-Our fathers bled" and "We
will not t~ of themes like these'') and intemal rhyme ("1 dreamed that
Greece might still be free") which simply disappear in all translations. for
there are. 00 corresponding devices in the Chinese poetic tradition. They are
qualities intrinsic to the English language which Chinese is without, and would
hardly have been recognizable in Chinese had they indeed successfully been
transmitted, Double and treble rhymes are very fare in Chinese poetry except
in the comic doggerel of some dialects. Yet at this stage, no translator tried
to present and emphasiZe a 'strangeness' in English poetry to the Chinese
reader.

is

The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece!
(I, 1)
U:fit.,. [Orand, grand is the nation of Greece1
In vain-in vain; strike other chords
flE§ftlte.§f [In vain, again in vain

a.§.lIdlJndB

(IX, I)

Let me tune another song]

hero's harp, the lover's IUI1\
(TI,2)
[The hero strikes the harp
~
The lady plays the lute]

The

~~

Hu Shi's Chu ci style is reminiscent of Qu Yuan (340-2787' B.C.), the
tragic patriotic poet of the Warring States period who lamented the fate of
his country. 'His was the unmistakable image that Hu Shi imposed upon the'
singer in Don Juan, or Byron himself, when he' read this poem. This is a
typical case where, as HoImes puts it, the translator "looked beyond the original
poem itself to the function,of its form within its poetic tradition, then sought
a form that filled a paraUel fUnction within the poetic tradition of die target
language" (1970: 95). And in an annotation. to the fifth stanza, Hu wrote, "In
the second sentence of the origina. 'and where art thou, I My country?' only
the Chu ci style can convey the tone in which Byron called to the old country"
(1970: 16). Sure enough, this form does intensify the bleak tooe in this
particular case as well as in many other stanZas. But it is just 'this Chu ci,
style that backfIres elsewhere' in the poem, for it is not a $tyle suitable for
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One of the major characteristics of Byron's important poems is their strong
'mythical' quality. He is a great story-teller and his longer poems are
usually entertaining stories of themselves. Like Homer, he bas the ability to
fascinate his readers even in prose. That is why some people say that Byron
loses nothing in translation. 'Content', that is, Byron's story, thought, spirit,
I~)..
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satire, sentiment, mood, can be and h~ been more or less successfully carried
across in these Chinese tmnslations.
,This is not to say that there are no obstacles to translating the 'content'
Most challenging perbaps are the historical and cultural allusions, the
abundance of which is one of the important characteristics of this poem. For
instance, the well-known fight at Marathon" the great sea battle at Salamis,
the heroic deeds of the three hundred Spartans at Tbermopylae who fought
against the Persians till all of them died, and the legendary story of Pyrrus
who destroyed his enemies, the Romans, with his Phalanx, etc. Some of his
allusions ate unfamiliar even to English readers. In "The Isles of Greece",
behind each of the numerous (altogether thirty-two) proper names is a historical
event or legend. The Chinese translators ~opted various methods in rendering
these particular allusions. Ma Junwu and Su Manshu quite simply impOsed
these stones on the Chinese reader through transliteration without any
explanation whatsoever. As a result, their translations into classical Chinese
are obscure and were so even to their contemporaries~ Hu Shi provided detailed
information in fOOtnoteS. but too many of these would be prone to distract
the reader. Hu Shi therefore tried to compromise by sinicizing some of the
mythological figures. For example, Phoebus, (Apollo) and Delos (where
Phoebus dwells or. according to a different version of Greek: mythology, where
bOth' Phoebus and Artemis dwell) (I, 4), are translated using the Chjnese
'equivalents' XihelUlJ(the god of the sun) and Su'e• • (the goddess of the
moon). Though it may strike a Chinese reader as odd that Xihe and Su'e
they nevertheless.work in Hu'stranslation,
should appear fu an English
as the original names lutve no secondary implications.
Another interesting example of sinicization is in the translation of the
"pYrrhic dance". a Greek war-dance handed down from ancient times:
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(the feather dress dance), a well-known dance form of the Tang imperial palace
which is immortalized by the famQus poet Bai Juyi in his ever-popular Chang
hen ge. Compared with the fierce masks and weapons associated ~ith the
more masculine thunderbolt dance, the feather dress dance displays feminine
grace . and beauty. Surely one or other of these diainetrically opposed
translations is be preferred. Curiously enough, however"both are correct in
their own ways. Ma Junwu arid Hu Shi were cOrrect in that the thunderbolt
dance is a mid of war-dance as is the Pyrrhic dance. With Mat s version
before him, Su Manshu could hardly have misunderstood the onginal. But he
knew Byron better and saw deeper. With Byron, for various purposes heroes
and beautiful ladies so often go hand in hand, as can be found in Childe
Harold's Pilgrimage and most of his Oriental Tales. iii "The Isles of Greece",
having recalled the glories of ancient heroes, Byron neglects neither the "Doric
mothers" (XITI) nor "each glowing maid" (XV). Su Manshu, whom many of
his contemporaries were to call the 'Chinese Byron', read behind the original
"Pyrrhic phalanx" and "Pyrrhic dance" Byron's intention to juxtapose them
in order to contrast manly bravery with womanish cowardice or traditional
national pride and 'contemporary sensual indulgence. The' interpretation is
correct, because Byron placed them together not merely in a play on words;
he uses the dance as a contrast to tlJC famous battle formation, "The nobler
and the manlier one" (4), as did Su Manshu: Hu Shi also had the contrast in
mind and mcire or less represented it in his lines: "III.IlZU" (powerful battle
foonation) and ...ZU.... (gentle and graceful dance); only the words "gentle
and graceful" may not be able to be related to "the thunderbolt dance".
The sinicizationapproach does not, however, work as well in Su
Mansbu's rendition of "Samian wine", which appears several times in the
poem. Su renders only the surface meaning, devoid of any itUplied significance,
most iniportantly in the following line:'
'

to

Poem.

You have the Pyrrhic dance as yet,
Where is the Pyrrhic phalanx gone?
Of two such lessons, why forget
The nobler and ,the manlier one?

Yv

Fill high the bowl with Samian wine!

Which is repeated four times in the poem. The translation reads:

(X, 1-4)

it.MftflD

Ma Junwu, followed by Hu Shi, translated the dance as Pili wu • • •
(the thunderbolt dance), an ancient form of war-dan,ce popular during the Tang
dynasty. This is what Eugene Nida would call a 'dynamic equivalent'. And
not only is the original meaning carried, Ma's choice is also phonetically
close. (Incidentally, Pili wu lias recently been used 'in' Hong Kong as a
translation of the modem 'break-dance'.) Su Manshu usedYuyi wu ~t(.

[Fill' high the

Cup with wine]

The meaning of "Samiim wine" requires some attention. "Samian" is derived
from the 'Word "Samos", the name of one of the Greek islands abundant ,in
vineyards from which fine wines were made, hence "Samian wine". In Su
MaoShu's line, "Samian" is left out. Elsewhere, Su substitUtes the words linglu
.li , the names (Ling and Lu) of two places famous for their wines in
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ancient ChinL HI Although this may be a case of over-sinicization, ~haps it
does. indeed contain much of Byron's intended meaning: to warn the Greeks
against indulging themselves in lUXury while their country was under foreign
rule. But there is, perhaps, a greater depth to Byron's reference to "Sainian
wine". In a sea battle between the Greeks and Persians in 494 B.C., Greece
sUffered heavy losseS as a result of'the navies of the Aegean islands of8amos
and Lesbos tumiD&, traitor. The last line of the poem would then have much
greatI2' significance and force:
Dash down yon cup of Sarilian wine!

There, swan-like, let me sing and die
-!HI~IItJt

IUi.SR.

.3!JEPlJHR
tlD. .~i:t
lIfH:II:t!Jt

(XVI,6)

(XVI. 4):

[When my soog is fmished I will

die]

(Ma) ,

L1 wish I were a sky-scraping sw8Ji·goose
Till death I would sing

and fly)

(Su)

(Free and leisurely lUte a swan-goose
And die there of old ageJ
(Hu)

Su Manshu was too carried away by his own imlJgination while Hu Shi was
too carried away by Su Manshu. Su's lei 11\ (to fly) is not only redundant
but impOrts added meaning to the' original, an obvious case, of cultural
difference. Su translated "swan" literally as hu·• . But he used the word in
the sense of honghu "ft -which was to inspire Hu's later translation
generally meaning "swan-goose", a bird. which soars at great heights and which
has
a metaphor in Chinese literature for lofty aspirations. Hence his use
of motiQn NE:JC (Skyw craping). ,This meaning matches the idea of Byron's last
1ii1e, "Dash down, yon cup of Samian wine!" which shows a strong
determination to rid Greece of the Turkish yoke. But the original 'tragic hero
created by the images of "Sunium" and "swan" as opposed to "swan·goose"
i$ spoiled. A possible reason for Su Manshu's translation of "swan" is that
he associated the song's singer with Byron himself, wbo evidently bad 'lofty
aspirations' to restore Greece's independence 4lIld acted heroically before his
death. Considered this way, the line %hi si ming qie lei 3!1EPI1UR (Before I
die, let me sirig and fly) becomes a vivid portrayal of Byron in Greece, or
perhaps a description of the great aspiratiooof Su Manshu himself. Flirther~
more, "swan song" does not evoke associations with poets in the minds of
Chinese readers the way it does in Western readers.
"Swan-goose song", however, has another connotation in Chinese
literaturc. Swan·geese were regarded as homeless birds in ancient China; fheir
sorrowful songs remittded migrant people (usually' soldiers and corv6e
labourers) of the misery of their displacement. A poem about this was collected
in The Book Of Songs. As Su Manshu constantly identified himself with Byron
as a drifting poet, it seems in all likelihoOd that he had Byron's-as well as
his oWIl--6ituation in mind when he traRslated the poem. His intended Chinese
readers, he knew, would have been familiar' with the Chinese classics. Thus,
what is tragic in the original has become melodramatic in translation.
Hu Shi was misled by Su Manshu in translating "swan'·~ as honghu, and

[Break the Suoming (SInnian) cupJ

The translation conveys only the determination to abaildon the leisurely and

luxwious living aSsociated with wine-toping, but' sacrificing the analogy
between the "wine" and treachery, for suoming here to Chinese readers w~:)Uld
sound like a specific kind of cup. Some later translators did explain the origin
of "Samian wine"" but they all missed the analogy.
Turning to Byron's fmal stanza. the first four lines read:

been

Place me on Sunium's l11II1'bled J!eep,
, Where nOthing, save the waves and I,
May hear our mutual munnurs sweep;
There, swan-like. let me sing and die.
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Manshu's and Hu Shi's respective translations of the line:

Here Su Manshu transliterated "Samian":
~1Jij:t'f

au Yu

(XVI. 1-4)

In some translations of "SuDium" and "swan'" the, former is short-changed
while the .latter is' over-killed.
On "Sunium's marbled steep" stands the temple to Athena, the
protec~s of Athens. Byron's wish to be placed on Sunium's marbled steep
and dle there is significant in two ways. Firstly he called upon the Greeks to
take up a.nDs in defence of their'country and to die its "guardians"; Secondly,
and very ByronicaHy, he likened himself to Greece's protector. In fact he did
die-however ineffectively-for the sake of her independence. In all ChineSe
translations, including the later ones, "Sunium" is merely transcribed. Any
further Byronic significance is lost.
, In Westcin culture, the swan is generally' believed to sing only once,
before it dies, hence the expression 'swan-song'. But no translators, not even
the later ones, have elabnrated with a footnote. As for the significance of
"swan" there is no Chinese equivalent. The following are Ma Junwu's, Su

as

Irf
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U (free and leisurely) is nowhere to be found in the original.
He probably inserted the word for the sake of lyrical rhythm, but in that it is
associated with another legendary bird, the kunpeng found in ZhUangzi, it
reveals a different picture of Byron in Hu's mind: he probably saw the English
bard as a carefree ~tic poet like Li Bai of the Tang dynasty. Ma Junwu,
on the other hand, left out the image ·of the bird completely. A literal back
translation of his line would be "When my song is finished, I shall die."
Though unfaithful semantically,.his version, ironically, appears to be the most
faithful and communicative, for it conveys the original tragic force.
his xiIloyao

3.
4.

S.

6.

These early translators introduced "The Isles of Greece" to China, to a great
extent, out of political considerations. They intended to borrow· this new image
of Byron to awaken the Chinese people's love for freedom and justice, to
encourage the oppressed· to overthrow their feudal rulers. "The Isles of Greece"
expresses a kind of patriotic spirit and rebellion that the passive resistan:ce of
the traditional Chinese poet could never reach. Above. all, Byron had a special
appeal for the Chinese translators primarily because of his sacrifice for the
Greek independent cause. 'To fo~ the pen for the sword' at times of
domestic trouble and foreign invasion-to some, such as Su Manshu, foreign
oppressors include the Manchus-had been a time-honoured action fot patriotic
intellectuals in Chinese history. Byron's image and spirit, deep down, coincided
with that of the ttaditional patriotic scholar. His rebellion and heroism provided
a handy model, one which could serve as a 'catalyst' of political and social
reform. of democracy and the cause of national. independence. Liang Qichao
found in Byron the political reformer he needed to promote his political
principles and ideas. Ma Junwu borrowed the image of Byron to "lament the
fate of his country". Su Manshu voiced his personal feelings and sentiment
in the translation. They all expected certain qualities in this poem and
'objectified' ·them in their respeCtive translations through their admirable art
of translation as well as their misreading and genuine misunderstanding of
Byron's poem.

7.

8.
9.
10.

1924), p. 3.
The magazine is no longer extant. His translation is collected in Tan Hang 1987:
141-144.
Reprinted in Wen Gongzhi. ed., Manslul dashi qlitmji (Complete works of Master
Mansbu) (Hong Kong: Guangbui sbudian. n.d.), pp. 79-95.

Willig Duqing thought that Hu Shi's translation was better than Ma's and Su·s. and
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